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This could be implemented through individual surveys where they would say if they have or not any
placement preference. Would be helpful, to reduce those concerns. Hereupon, we will now refer the cons of a
high turnover. In our view this is fundamental to guarantee that the organizational memory creating during the
six months of work is not lost. They will wonder what is wrong with the company to cause employees to move
on so quickly. Nutrition in the elderly has become a common problem due to the scenarios where doctors pay
little or no attention to the nutritional status of the elderly person hence leading to a high number of nutrition
related cases among the elderly than other age groups. First because they assume that after six months it is
time to break the routines and habits. The recommendation for the second problem is to start rotating full
teams. The medical use of the cannabis plant goes back at least 5, years to ancient China. On the one hand my
humanistic side felt that Mr. We use cookies to give you the best experience possible. In the first hand,
because Club Med was at the time too big to have a so complex and difficult to manage policy. The student
will learn basic principles of the effects of lifestyle management. The best essay writers are ready to impress
your teacher. What are the pros and cons of high turnover? Third we also think that the employees could have
more power over their placement. In fact, the medical use of the cannabis plant goes back at least 5, years to
ancient China. Second because they also assume this strategy as motivational factor for the GOs once it will
give them the possibility to travel, meet new countries, sites, cultures. While transferring GOs to new
locations, the company is also ensuring that they will work with new Village Chiefs and teams which means
they will need to adapt themselves also to new working and team methods meaning that besides the cultural
improvement rotation also guarantees the improvement of their operational skills. If the team works well we
think that it would be beneficial for the employees and for the company if they continue working together.
Most companies have a few employees who are difficult to deal with for several reasons it can be because they
are moody or they like to stir up trouble amongst other employees, or because they are not good enough to do
their job ; with a high turnover, this kind of employees are likely to move on quickly, minimizing their impact
on the company. The last recommendation aims to ensure to the employees more control in their placement.
This program grants the company that employees are travelling and breaking routines, acquiring cultural
know-how, improving and developing new skills and gaining new and productive experiences when moving
to new villages. Based on the literature mentioned in this study I have identified the following issues that
restrain tourism development and some of the suggestions on how to overcome this transitional stage. If one of
these situations happens, it becomes very difficult to replace him and to find a new one rapidly and with good
capabilities, in order to fulfil the vacancy, like was referred previously, in the first part of the question this is
demonstrated on page 1 of the case study, when Jack is on the telephone very concerned with the fact of a
windsurf instructor has quitted the Club. In order to reduce the turnover, Jack Amazallag has the idea, that in
the future, will be possible to recruit and train qualified GOs in a specialized school for a week or two, before
their first assignment, in order to reduce the turnover and solve the turnover problem. The second one,
concerns to low wages dollars per month by a GO in Club Med. Other cons that we can refer, is about the poor
team spirit. This, in turn, can affect the morale and the ability of the team working together. Alcoholism can
be seen as an illness. The current model used by Club Med is driven by the specific job they are looking for, or
a person specification framework. Attributes, model cases, antecedents and consequences, and empirical
references are described. Therefore, we may say that the turnover is a very serious problem on the first two
ways which are those that have more weight too , since it is very difficult to find good GOs during a season. In
the 3rd and in the 4th ways, the turnover is no longer such a big problem since at the end of the season, there
will be a new recruitment process, with more than  This means that employees can put the minimum amount
of effort into ensuring that employees will do a good job. Another cons, refers to the negative message that a
high turnover conveys to the public about the state of the company. However, if the turnover does not
decrease, that will become a problem since each replacement will need to be re-trained, and therefore, the
costs of training will increase again. Make an order now! The method suggested by Walker and Avant guided
this concept analysis. Following three weeks of active treatment and no improvement to his condition, the
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decision was made to withhold and withdraw treatment, and Mr. Most of the companies struggle to maintain
low turnover of employees.


